GENE TURNER
Tradeshow Entertainer
Do you want your trade show exhibit to be a
memorable success? Gene Turner is your man. More
than an entertainer, Gene’s unique approach delivers
warm leads for his clients.
Instead of gathering a huge crowd that
overwhelms your booth and forces your staff to rush
conversations, Gene’s approach is to attract smaller
groups with his sleight-of-hand performance. He
Prior to the show, Gene works with your sales and
weaves your message throughout his act to build marketing teams — customizing his presentations to
awareness of your product and promotion. He then your display.
is able to smoothly hand off the prospect to your
The choice is yours. You can hire someone to
representatives.
put on a show that will quickly be forgotten, or you
Gene performs extensive research on your can hire Gene Turner whose performance helps
products and services so he is able to tie each of your turn your tradeshow exhibit into a compelling and
featured products and services to a magical message memorable experience. And isn’t that the kind of
designed to attract and amaze an audience.
effective exhibit your company wants?

Gene Turner Group, LLC
506B S. Johnson Street
Odessa, MO 64076
gene@pickpocket.com
www.pickpocket.com

877-263-8718 or 816-525-8718

Comedy Magic
Gene Turner’s stage act is a
brilliant mix of comedy, magic
and pickpocket entertainment
guaranteed to have you laughing
and wondering, “How’d he do that?”
Filled with clean humor,
audience
participation
and
amazing tricks, Gene’s show is fun
for audiences of all ages.

Pickpocket
Demonstrations
Gene excels in pickpocket
entertainment. As one of the
most prominent magicians in
the Midwest, his signature trick
is to remove a watch from one
person and place it on the wrist of
another without either suspecting
the switch.

Speaking

“Fantastic! Gene is the ultimate sales entertainer with
just the right mix of message, magic and participant
involvement. He’s our #1 entertainment choice.”
— Frank LaPlaca, Primeline Financial Group

“I would recommend to anyone who is contemplating
adding entertainment to their tradeshow or other
corporate events to seriously consider Gene Turner’s
unique talents.”
— Greg Freitag, SCA Tissue North America LLC

Gene Turner
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Gene
delivers
a
highly
entertaining
and
motivating
presentation. As a
speaker,
Gene will bring a new level of
entertainment to your seminar,
conference or meeting. Gene
can
customize
his
proven
presentations to create an
unforgettable program that will
enthrall your audience as he
delivers your key message.

Identity Theft
Specialist
With experience as a pickpocket
entertainer, as an insurance agent,
having worked for the Social
Security Administration and in
the advertising industry, Gene’s
background gives him a unique
perspective on how identity
thieves operate. Gene shares these
insights during his entertaining
and informative presentation.

